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Effects of acoustic waves on stick–slip in granular
media and implications for earthquakes
Paul A. Johnson1, Heather Savage2,3, Matt Knuth2,4, Joan Gomberg5 & Chris Marone2

It remains unknown how the small strains induced by seismic
waves can trigger earthquakes at large distances, in some cases
thousands of kilometres from the triggering earthquake, with
failure often occurring long after the waves have passed1–6.
Earthquake nucleation is usually observed to take place at depths
of 10–20 km, and so static overburden should be large enough to
inhibit triggering by seismic-wave stress perturbations. To under-
stand the physics of dynamic triggering better, as well as the
influence of dynamic stressing on earthquake recurrence, we have
conducted laboratory studies of stick–slip in granular media with
and without applied acoustic vibration. Glass beads were used to
simulate granular fault zone material, sheared under constant
normal stress, and subject to transient or continuous perturbation
by acoustic waves. Here we show that small-magnitude failure
events, corresponding to triggered aftershocks, occur when applied
sound-wave amplitudes exceed several microstrain. These events
are frequently delayed or occur as part of a cascade of small events.
Vibrations also cause large slip events to be disrupted in time rela-
tive to those without wave perturbation. The effects are observed
for many large-event cycles after vibrations cease, indicating a
strain memory in the granular material. Dynamic stressing of
tectonic faults may play a similar role in determining the comple-
xity of earthquake recurrence.

Laboratory studies of granular friction have emerged as a powerful
tool for investigating tectonic fault zone processes and earthquake
phenomena, including post-seismic slip, interseismic frictional
restrengthening and earthquake nucleation7,8. Here we explore
experimentally the effects of dynamic loading on stick–slip behaviour
and discuss how our results may affect understanding of earthquake
processes—in particular dynamic earthquake triggering and stick–
slip recurrence. Dynamic earthquake triggering involves seismic
waves from one earthquake promoting or inhibiting failure on the
faults they disturb. Dynamic triggering has been clearly documented
in a few cases far from an earthquake source, at distances much
greater than the fault radius of the triggering source1–4,6 (outside
the traditional ‘aftershock zone’), and increasing evidence suggests
that it commonly occurs near the earthquake source5,9.

Experiments on sheared layers of glass beads (like those shown in
Fig. 1, and described in the Methods section) exhibit stick–slip that
varies with shear displacement rate, confining stress, relative humi-
dity, granular media thickness, and particle characteristics10–12; how-
ever, for fixed experimental conditions stick–slip characteristics are
remarkably constant (Fig. 2). Stick–slip events are characterized by
sudden, periodic shear stress drops that range from 10–30% of the
maximum frictional strength. Leading up to steady-state strength,
which takes several tens of seconds and shear strains of,0.4–0.5, we
observe a material dilation and nonlinear shear-stress increase

accompanied by intermittent failure. During steady-state frictional
behaviour, major stick–slip events recur very regularly but include
rare, small events (for example, at 1,375 s in Fig. 2b). Each major
stick–slip event is followed by elastic and then inelastic stress
build-up and layer dilation. The dilation is manifested by increasing
layer thickness (Fig. 2b). Layers dilate to a point of instability at which
catastrophic dynamic failure and compaction occur (Fig. 2b).

The top curve of Fig. 3a shows results from an experiment identical
to that of Fig. 2 except that we applied acoustic waves during shear-
ing, commencing a few seconds before expected stick–slip failure,
and continuing until the major failure event. The lower curve of
Fig. 3a shows the rectified peak strain amplitude measured by the
accelerometer attached to the sample (Fig. 1), along with three
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Figure 1 | Experimental apparatus. a, Apparatus, showing horizontal piston
applying constant normal stress, and vertical piston applying a constant
(vertical) displacement rate, which drives shear. The dashed circle shows the
sample assembly. b, Sample assembly showing three-block arrangement of
the double-direct shear configuration (front and side views). We note the
location of the acoustic wave source and accelerometer in relation to the
glass bead layers and normal stress (horizontal).
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intervals for which dynamic waves were applied and signals from
acoustic emission from both small and large stick–slip failures.

Vibration perturbs the recurrence period of inelastic stress increase
before the failure of major events and induces small-amplitude stick–
slip events. In many cases one or more small stick–slip events occur
during vibration, as well as cascades of delayed, small-amplitude
stick–slip events (Fig. 3a, grey shading). In all cases, application of
acoustic waves—even for brief intervals—has a lasting effect, such
that successive major stick–slip events exhibit a strain memory of
applied vibration manifest by delayed failure, disruption of recur-
rence interval and extended aseismic creep, despite the violent mech-
anical re-set that occurs during major stick–slip events (Fig. 3). We
find that post-vibration, the regular recurrence does not recover.

We also apply acoustic pulses, rather than the longer-duration
waves described above. Pulses are more analogous to a single seismic
wave in Earth, whereas vibrationmay bemore analogous to the near-
source region where quasi-continuous-wave energy may exist for
significant periods of time in the form of aftershocks. Our data show
that continuous and pulse modes of dynamic triggering yield similar
behaviour. See Supplementary Fig. 1, where we show a typical
sequence of stick–slip events in the presence of acoustic pulses.

When we apply vibration or pulsed sound at stresses below,95%
of the failure strength there is little or no effect on stick–slip. This
implies that the system must be in a critical state to be susceptible to
dynamic triggering, which is consistent with seismic data on earth-
quake triggering13 and recent modelling14. Qualitatively, wave strain
amplitudes must exceed approximately 1026 for the above effects to

be observed (Supplementary Fig. 2), consistent with dynamic trig-
gering observations for real earthquakes15. When the system is driven
with vibration amplitudes corresponding to strains,1026 there is no
obvious effect on stick–slip; however, we emphasize that this should
be further quantified in future experiments.

Analysis of the primary stick–slip recurrence intervals for other-
wise identical experiments with and without vibration shows that
failure becomes progressivelymore erratic and, on average, lengthens
with time in experiments with wave excitation (Fig. 4a). Repeated
experiments with both vibration and pulse-mode verify that this
effect is real. We find that the scatter relative to the mean increases
with accumulated time in experiments with vibration. Also, although
the primary stick–slip recurrence interval increases significantly due
to acoustic waves, the stress-drop magnitude and variation increase
only slightly (Fig. 4b).
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Figure 2 | Stick–slip behaviour under constant shearing rate, without

vibration. a, Shear stress versus experiment time for a typical run. Note that
maximum stick–slip stress drops are ,30% of the shear strength. Over the
total duration of the experiment, there is a small but progressive compaction
of about 1% of the glass bead layer thickness (not shown). b, Detail of the
stick–slip cycles (top) and change in layer thickness (bottom). The layer
thickness has had the overall trend removed. We note consistent failure
strength, recurrence interval, and creep before stick–slip. p1108 refers to
experiment number.
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Figure 3 | Stick–slip with and without vibration. a, Stick–slip behaviour
under constant shearing rate, with vibration. Shear stress versus experiment
time (upper curve); andmeasured, rectified strain amplitudes of the detected
acoustic waves (lower curve). The letter ‘V’ denotes times and thick black
horizontal bars indicate the durations of vibration. Vibration has a marked
influence on the stick–slip behaviour. For instance, the applied vibration at
,2,050 s produces an immediate, small-magnitude stick–slip. The two
successive major stick–slips that follow exhibit longer recurrence times as
well as multiple small stick–slip events in between—these are triggered
events. Regions of triggered events are shaded light grey. Similarly, irregular
cycles occur following the applied vibration at 2,155 s. Vibration applied at
,2,255 s produces an immediate small-magnitude stick–slip event and an
increased major-event recurrence interval. b, Comparison of non-vibration
versus vibration, emphasizing increased recurrence and irregular behaviour,
including triggering, due to acoustic waves. p870 and p1108 refer to
experiment numbers.
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We have described three primary experimental observations: (1)
acoustic waves disrupt recurrence intervals and, to a lesser degree,
stress drops of large magnitude events; (2) acoustic waves trigger
immediate and delayed small-magnitude events, some aseismic;
and (3) strain memory of acoustic perturbation is maintained
through successive large-magnitude stick–slips. We assess the impli-
cations of these results for dynamic earthquake triggering by con-
sidering that the primary slick–slip events represent tectonic
earthquakes and that the vibration-induced events represent trig-
gered earthquakes.

The overall trend of increasing stress drop (and maximum fric-
tional strength) with recurrence interval is consistent with a large
body of previous laboratory and field observations8 showing that
maximum frictional strength increases linearly with the log of recur-
rence interval between slip events. Vibration diminishes the rate at
which stress drop increases with inter-event time, notably creating
greater irregularity in stick–slip recurrence interval. The commonly
used class of rate-state frictional models explicitly predicts that the
rate of strengthening is proportional to the product of the normal
stress and the frictional constitutive parameters8. Because we hold the
normal stress constant, this implies that vibration alters frictional
properties, despite the fact that perturbation amplitudes (,104Pa)
are less than 1% of the normal load. We suggest that the irregularity
in recurrence that we observe in our experiments mimics that
observed for tectonic faults in the Earth’s crust, and reflects a com-
plex process of disrupting the internal fault zone structure.

We find that vibration hasmeasurable effects only when the system
is in a critical state, approaching failure (for example, see Fig. 3a).

Application of acoustic waves also has a measurable effect only for
experiments conducted at relatively small normal stresses, approxi-
mately 4–5MPa. We have explored higher horizontal loads (up to
,18MPa) for which we did not see a vibrational effect; perhaps the
vibration amplitude was not sufficiently large to produce an effect.
Nevertheless, the laboratory experiments do imply that dynamic
earthquake triggering at seismic strain amplitudes is most efficient
at low effective stress (normal load minus pore pressure) for faults in
a critical state. Some field-based studies also point to a connection
between earthquake triggering and low effective stress and/or faults
near failure6,16,17, although this is a point of some debate18.

One mystery regarding dynamic earthquake triggering is that it
can take place minutes, hours or days after the seismic perturbation.
Our experiments show delayed failures following acoustic perturba-
tions, frequently manifesting as cascades of small events. We do not
yet understand the physics responsible for this observation; however,
we speculate that triggered events, as well as the recurrence and stress-
drop disruptions are manifestations of frictional contact mechanics
coupled with granular processes. Previous work shows that stick–slip
initiates as failure of a contact junction between beads in highly
stressed chains of particles11,12. Granular memory effects are presum-
ably the result of similar processes.

We posit that acoustic waves disrupt granular force chains, leading
to material softening and simultaneous weakening (granular flow),
similar to what is described in a recently proposed phenomenological
model19. The manifestation of the acoustic disruption may take place
immediately or later in time (strain ‘memory’). The vibration-
induced memory itself may be maintained as frictional instability
at a number of grain contacts that persist through one or more
stick–slip cycles, and is reminiscent of dynamically induced strain
memory, known as ‘slow dynamics’, observed in nonlinear dyna-
mical experiments on glass bead packs19. The memory is also sug-
gestive of statically induced rate-dependent effects observed in
sheared granularmaterials, such as ‘ageing’7,20.We attempted to erase
vibration-induced memory by ceasing shear loading to allow the
material to heal, as well as by changing normal stress to repack the
grains, but neither approach succeeded.

Our previous work shows that permanent damage to the grains
themselves is negligible12 and therefore cannot be the origin of
the behaviours observed. Moreover, acoustical studies in three-
dimensional glass bead packs under similar wave strain amplitudes,
and under (smaller) static stresses of 0.02–0.1MPa, show no evidence
for grain rearrangement; however, the material exhibits very small,
irreversible compaction as well as nonlinear-induced modulus soft-
ening and slow dynamics21. Hertz–Mindlin contact mechanics
describe these observations21. The compaction we measure in our
experiments without vibration is small and does not lead to insta-
bility. The addition of vibration shows additional compaction but it
is extremely small. Taken together, the observations suggest that
minute compaction plays a part in what we observe, but there is no
clear evidence suggesting that it is the cause. Our data do not rule out
the possibility that instability is abetted, or initiated, by localized
compaction (for example, within a shear band in the layer22), which
would be invisible to our measurements. Local compaction within a
granular material would reduce normal stress at contact junctions,
which could lead to stick–slip instability. For the moment, the origin
of what we observe when stick–slip is combined with vibration
remains unknown.

The origin of dynamic earthquake triggering by transient seismic
waves is a complex problem. Our results show that granular-friction
processes are consistent with two as-yet-unexplained observations in
earthquake seismology: (1) small-amplitude waves can trigger both
immediate failure and delayed failure relative to the strain transient,
and (2) earthquake recurrence patterns are complex. Understanding
the role of vibration-induced disruption of earthquake recurrence
could have significant implications for seismic hazard assessment
and reliable forecasting of earthquakes.
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Figure 4 | Stick-slip recurrence time and stress drop comparing

vibration and non-vibration experiments. a, Recurrence versus experiment
time for runs with vibration (solid circles) and without. The shaded region
and dashed lines show the mean recurrence interval of 61 standard
deviation. Data trend removed. Compared to the non-vibration
experiments, both the scatter and average recurrence interval increases
progressively in experiments with vibration. b, Stress-drop variation versus
recurrence for experiments conducted with and without vibration. We
cannot compare stress-drop amplitudes directly owing to minor differences
fromone experiment to the next; however, whenwe compare the variation of
stress drop to the experimental mean, we see a clear trend of longer
recurrence interval for a given change in stress drop.
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METHODS SUMMARY

In our experimental study of acoustic waves interacting with a laboratory-scale
fault system, we employ a double-direct shear configuration to shear 4-mm
layers of glass beads at constant normal stress (1–18MPa), using shearing rates
of 1–100 mms21 (Fig. 1). Class IV bead dimensions are 105–149 mm in diameter.
Layers are subject to either continuous vibration orwave pulses of 10–20 cycles at
1–20 kHz, with strain amplitudes ranging from,53 1027 to 83 1026, or alter-
natively, to no wave excitation. An acoustic source and accelerometer are
mounted directly on the central shearing block (Fig. 1b). We measure stresses,
displacements and wave-induced strains continuously throughout shearing.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS

Weuse a double-direct shear configuration in a biaxial load frame, which applies
a horizontal stress to three steel forcing blocks that contain symmetric layers of
glass beads at the block interfaces (Fig. 1). A vertical piston drives the central
block downward at a constant displacement rate to create shear. The apparatus is
servo-controlled so that constant horizontal load and vertical displacement rate
are maintained to 60.1 kN and 60.1 mms21, respectively. The applied stresses
on the shearing layers are measured with strain-gauge load cells in series with
each of the loading axes. The apparatus is controlled via computer, and record-
ings of the load, displacement and stresses are monitored throughout an experi-
ment. The nominal frictional contact dimensions are 10 cm3 10 cm, the vertical
displacement of the central block is 5 mms21, corresponding to a strain rate of
approximately 1.23 1023 s21, and the horizontal stress is 4MPa. The blocks are
composed of 17-4 stainless steel with serrated faces of 1mm wavelength and
0.75mm depth, adjacent to the glass bead packs. The beads are class IV spheres
and range in dimension from 105–149mm, meaning the layers are each about 30
beadswide. The sample assembly is sheathed by a latex sleeve. In the experiments,
horizontal loads of 1–15MPa are explored as well. Background noise emanating
from the building and instrument is well under 53 1027 strain and at much
lower frequency (,,100Hz) than the applied acoustic perturbations.
Vibration is applied via an acoustic source (Fig. 1): a Matec M50-2, 50-KHz

central-frequency piezoceramic attachedmechanically with clamps to the central
block using vacuum grease as couplant and driven by a Samson 150, 75-watt
amplifier. The signal is detected on the opposite face of the central block using a
Brüel and Kjaermodel 4393 accelerometer attached with beeswax, amplified by a
Brüel and Kjaer 2635 charge amplifier, and recorded on computer. Acoustic
frequencies range from 1–20 kHz. Such high frequencies are not part of the
seismic spectrum in nature, which extends to 10–100Hz at maximum, but are
used to provide laboratory-scale physical insight that can be applied in nature.
No frequency effect is observed in the observations presented. We initiate waves
at a shear stress equal to ,95% of the failure strength by first measuring the
stick–slip recurrence interval without wave excitation for approximately 30
events and then timing the initiation of vibration from the end of the previous
stick–slip.
In the pulse experiments, a toneburst of 10–20 cycles with frequency ranging

from 6.1–8.67 kHz is applied. We use tonebursts of approximately 3.3ms dura-
tion and a centre frequency of 6,100Hz for the results shown. In general, sound is
applied every third stick–slip cycle after steady-state conditions are reached, but
experiments were also conducted in which we applied sound at shorter and
longer stick–slip intervals.
The strain amplitudes we apply range from about 53 1027 to 83 1026. A

strain wave of 1026 applies a pressure of the order of 104Pa, which is of the order
of 1% of the normal stress. Elastic wave strain is estimated as follows. In a
harmonic wave, strain e5 du/dx is related to acceleration ü5 d2u/dx2

e~

€uu

vc
~

_uu

c
ð1Þ

for the time-average amplitude. We digitize the acceleration data and record
the absolute value of the sinusoidal waveform with a sampling rate of 10 kHz at
16 bits.
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Figure S1:   Example of pulse-mode dynamic straining.  (top)  Shear stress versus experimental time.  (bottom)  

Measured, rectified strain amplitudes of the detected acoustic waves.  Vertical arrows indicate acoustic pulse 

excitation times.  Immediate and delayed triggering events are overlain in gray.  A pulse was applied at ~1470 

sec, and this in turn triggers a cascade of small stick-slip failures with accompanying acoustic emissions (e.g., 

~1470 - 1483 sec).  A consequence appears to be a delayed, major stick-slip event at ~1485 sec.  The next 

acoustic pulse is applied at ~1595 sec, triggering a cascade of small events with acoustic emission (eg, ~1605  - 

1650 sec), again leading to a delayed major event at ~1655 sec.  p1087 refers to experiment number.
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a.

b.

Figure S2:  Experiments conducted at fixed versus increasing strain amplitude.  (a) Recurrence in an 

experiment conducted at fixed dynamic strain of about 2x10-6.  Note that recurrence interval remains 

approximately the same (about 50 sec).  (b) Results obtained where strain amplitude of the acoustic wave is 

progressively increased (half squares), overlain in light gray to show region of wave excitation (the first 

excitation was conducted at just over 4000 sec).  The recurrence times are shown as solid circles.  The mean 

recurrence time (horizontal lines) and standard deviation are noted.  The increase in dynamic strain produces 

an increase in the mean recurrence as well as increased scatter (as indicated by the ±1 standard deviation), in 

contrast to the constant amplitude experiment shown in (a).  We have observed that, at dynamic strain 

amplitudes of less than about  10-6 no effect is induced for these loading and shearing conditions.  More 

experiments aimed at addressing amplitude dependence of recurrence and memory are planned.  p1087 and 

p867 refer to experiment numbers.

Figure S2
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